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Chronic venous disease (CVD) is a common condition with major health

consequences that is associated with poor long-term prognosis, significant

socioeconomic impact, disabling symptoms, and reduced quality of life. To

provide a novel evidence-based approach in the management of CVD, a

consensus process (“Delphi Case”) following a first Delphi Consensus was

conceived. With a real-life fashion analysis, a steering committee formed

by 3 expert leaders on chronic venous disease drove a panel of 77 expert

Italian angiologists/vascular surgeons along a collegial discussion, integrating

data coming from the guidelines recommendations of di�erent Vascular

Scientific Societies with the consensus agreement statements gathered from

the first Delphi Consensus, and with data coming from the discussion of few

statements in which there was disagreement. From July 15 to October 16,

2020, demographic, anamnestic, objective, and therapeutic data coming from

a total of 2,275 patients were collected by the experts panel using a predefined

case report form. The results of this second consensus provided a real-life

picture of CVD management in the Italian population and clearly showed that

a tailored therapeutic approach together with an appropriate lifestyle (e.g.,

diet, physical activity, weight loss) must be considered as the milestones for

the CVD-related signs and symptoms clinical improvement in daily clinical

practice. An evaluation of the adherence and of the e�cacy of the prescribed

pharmacological and compressive treatment in a medium-long term follow-

up of the study population has been planned as the last step of this course and

will be object of a future final publication.
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Introduction

Chronic venous disease (CVD) is major health and social

problem in western countries. Its prevalence ranges from 5 to

30% in the adult population (1–3). Prevalence rates for varicose

veins are even much higher, reaching 73% in women and 56%

in men (1–3). The clinical picture of CVD typically includes

worsening limb heaviness, pain and/or edema. In time, it can

progress to its most feared consequence; that is, venous ulcer,

whose prevalence is 1–2% in all CVD patients, topping to 4% in

patients aged over 80 years.

For a correct definition of CVD, international guidelines

recommend the use of the Clinical, Etiologic, Anatomic,

Pathophysiologic (CEAP) classification, that allows for

an accurate assessment of the disease burden. The CEAP

classification grants a precise staging and a correct grading

of the CVD patient, defining both the clinical severity

level and the evolution of the disease in an objective and

reproducible fashion.

The diagnosis of CVD underpins multiple diagnostic

and therapeutic questions, and several scientific Societies of

Vascular Medicine and Surgery have issued both national and

international guidelines about its management; nevertheless,

all recommendations focused on the treatment of the diseased

population (1, 4–11).

In 2019, aiming to provide clinicians with practical guidance

and to integrate national and international guidelines, we

conceived a Delphi Consensus suggesting some personalized

diagnostic-therapeutic approaches to CVD (12). In that previous

essay a Steering Committee of five experts formulated 24

statements, divided into the main areas of diagnosis and

therapeutic management. A panel of 28 angiologists/vascular

surgeons, selected across Italy on the basis of their interest

and expertise in the management of patients with CVD,

was invited to vote these statements and to participate in

the Delphi process (12). The entire process took place in

∼8 months and a first online statement vote followed by a

final consensus meeting were planned, where the expert panel

and Steering Committee discussed the results of the online

consensus survey followed by another round of voting for

statements with partial consensus or negative consensus. At

the end of this first Delphi process a broad consensus was

reached on 22 out of 24 statements initially formulated by the

Steering Committee.

This new consensus process (“Delphi Case”), aims to

integrate the recommendations of several scientific Societies

with the statements agreed upon during the mentioned Delphi

Consensus. In particular, the latter was improved though

the revision the only two statements on which the panel

did not previously agree; furthermore, it was integrated with

real-life data coming from patients directly managed by

the panel.

Materials and methods

The Delphi process is a widespread, rapid, and convenient

method to reach expert consensus on specific issues. The process

built on successive iterations, in a survey type format. On

each voting round, participants assess the results, give feedback,

and subsequently modify a statement or recommendation, until

a broader consensus is reached (13). The Delphi approach

combines the principles of evidence-based medicine, supported

by systematic literature review, with an iterative and anonymous

voting process. Such a process overcomes many issues associated

with group-dynamics in decision-making committees, as the

experts can thus provide their opinions freely, individually and

anonymously (14).

For this Delphi Case we used a modified two-stage Delphi

technique, omitting the qualitative rounds, because we built on

the statements derived from the former Delphi Consensus (15).

The Delphi Case took place from July 15 to October 16, 2020.

The Steering Committee comprised 3 experts (GC, TA, AS),

involved in the first Delphi Steering Committee, identified on

several criteria, including their expertise and/or academic rank,

number publications, attendance at national and international

meetings, and participation in clinical trials.

The list of statements from the Delphi Consensus was

substituted with an observational case-report form (CRF),

drawn up by the Steering Committee to allow for collecting

real-life demographic, historical, objective, and therapeutic data

about patients with CVD. The CRF was shared with a panel

of 77 angiologists/vascular surgeons from selected vascular

centers across Italy (see Supplementary Material for the list of

co-authors and for the CRF), including 28 experts who had

participated to the first Delphi Consensus, and another 49

professionals, identified by the Steering Committee based on

their interest and expertise in the management of patients with

CVD. Panelists were adequately informed about the design, the

aim and the results of the first Delphi Consensus, and about the

aim of the Delphi Case.

Panelists were asked to anonymously fill in the CRFs

with data of their own patients with CVD. In particular, the

presence or absence of telangiectasias, reticular or varicose

veins, dermatitis, eczema, atrofic blanche, or venous ulcers was

collected by means of a standardized physical evaluation [based

on the CEAP classification (C1–C6 classes, C0 excluded)],

including the number and size of venous ulcers. The intensity

of symptoms (heaviness, pain, cramps, itching, paraesthesia)

was assessed by means of Numeric Rating/Visual Analog Scale

(NRS/VAS), ranging from 0 (absence of the symptom) to 10 (the

worst intensity ever) (16, 17).

To avoid potential inclusion of patients with venous-like

diseases patients assigned to C0 (zero) “C” of CEAP grading

were excluded, just like it was done for the Delphi Consensus;

therefore, only patients with clear signs and/or symptoms of
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TABLE 1 Demographic characteristics of the study population.

Variable Sample size Percentage (%)

Gender

Female 1,558 68.5

Male 717 31.5

Age (y)

<44 494 21.7

44–64 846 37.2

65–94 935 41.1

Body mass index (kg/m2)

<18.5 75 3.3

18.5–25 904 39.7

25–30 863 38.0

30–35 301 13.2

35–40 88 3.8

≥40 44 2.0

Family history of CVD 1,767 77.7

Family history of VTE 494 21.7

Personal history of DVT 255 11.2

Personal history of SVT 662 29.1

≥1 previous pregnancy 1,183 52.0

CVD, Chronic venous disease; VTE, Venous thromboembolism; DVT, Deep vein

thrombosis; SVT, Superficial vein thrombosis.

CVD, that is, belonging to C1–C6 CEAP stages, were considered

for the analysis. Moreover, it must be emphasized that in this

study we used the former version of the CEAP classification,

because it was started before the publication most recent

version (18).

Results

Demographic characteristics of the study population are

summarized in Table 1.

Overall, 2,275 patients (68.5% female, 31.5% male) were

included. The mean age was 58 (SD ± 17.1) years, the

age groups 44–64 years (37.2%), and 65–94 years (41.1%),

being the most represented. A family history of CVD or of

venous thromboembolism was recorded in 77.7 and 21.7%

of the patients, respectively. A personal history of deep vein

thrombosis, with or without pulmonary embolism, was recorded

in 11.2% of patients, while one ormore occurrences of superficial

vein thrombosis was reported by 29.1%.

Almost 20% of female patients were on hormonal treatment

(5.8% replacement therapy, 13.8% oral contraceptives), and 52%

of women had had at least one pregnancy.

Weight and body-mass index significantly correlated with

severity and progression of CVD.

Daily physical activity was considered a protective factor,

because 68.5% of patients with CVD reported sedentary lifestyle

together with a prolonged standing position during working

activities. Overall, a NRS/VAS score ≥4/10 was significantly

related to CVD; namely, 77% of patients complaining of

heaviness had a score≥4, as well as 48% of those with pain, 46%

of those with muscle cramps, 36% of those with itching, and 31%

of patients with paresthesia.

Concerning the objective evaluation [based on the CEAP

classification, telangiectasias and spider veins were present

in 82% of patients, varicose veins in 70%, edema in 49%,

pigmentation in 33.4%, and eczema in 23% of patients. More

advanced stages of CVD such as lipodermatosclerosis or

atrophic blanche were present in 10% overall, and in 12% in

patients with venous ulcers.

Only 36 and 26% of patients were using venoactive drugs

and graduated compression stockings before the study; and the

respective figures rose to 92 and 87% afterwards.

Discussion

CVD is a common disease associated with both poor

long-term prognosis and significant socio-economic burden; in

particular, CVD leads to severe disability and reduced quality of

life, especially in the advanced stages of the disease (4, 19).

For the correct definition of CVD International Guidelines

recommend the use of CEAP classification, that accurately

and objectively allow to assess the disease on four parameters:

clinic, etiology, anatomy, and pathogenesis (4–11). This allows

a precise stadiation and a correct grading of the CVD patient

defining in an objective and reproducible fashion the clinical

severity level and the evolution phase of the disease. This Delphi

Case is a wide observational survey on the Italian population

with CVD, aiming to provide practical guidelines about the

diagnosis and the management of CVD (12). Our study presents

for the first time the results of a large-sample retrospective

survey of patients with CVD coming from all Italian regions,

who were evaluated by skilled angiologists or vascular surgeons.

In our study, patients aged >44 years were mostly

represented (78.3%). We observed a direct correlation between

mean age, mean BMI, and CEAP stages (Table 2). Namely, we

recorded a progressive increase in the mean age and mean BMI

(433 patients with a BMI > 30) with increasing CEAP classes.

In the mild and moderate CEAP stages (C1–C3) female patients

were more frequent, whereas in the severe (C4–C6), male and

female patients were equally represented. Our findings partially

agree with the data reported by the Bonn Vein Study, in which

the risk of developing CVD was increased in elderly and obese

female patients (20).

Every patient included in the analysis was first labeled as

symptomatic or asymptomatic. Then, in symptomatic patients,

the intensity of complaints was systematically evaluated by

the NRS/VAS scales. In our study population some 20%

of patients were asymptomatic. Moderate to severe (4–10)
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TABLE 2 Correlation between BMI, age, and CEAP class in the study

population.

CEAP (class) BMI (mean) Age (y) (mean)

1 24.79 45

2 25.90 54

3 26.60 59

4 25.74 63

5 26.86 67

6 28.70 70

BMI, Body mass index; CEAP, Clinical, etiologic, anatomic,

pathophysiologic classification.

VAS/NRS scores were recorded in three quarters of patients

complaining of leg heaviness, in almost half of subjects reporting

leg pain or muscle cramps, and in one third of those with

itching or paresthesia. Such findings are in line with the

epidemiological and observational study on CVD of the “Vein

Consult Program” (21).

CVD symptoms, mainly pain, are strictly related to the

inflammation of the venous wall, that could be present even

in the early stages of CVD (C1 patients) (22); counteracting

inflammation with specific drugs, instead of only working

at the symptomatic level with painkillers, could prevent the

progression to severe stages of disease. Also, pain and infections

negatively impact on the quality of life of CVD patients;

particularly, among other symptoms of CVD, pain is the main

driver of urgent vascular visits (23, 24). Of note, the onset

of venous symptoms predicts the worsening of CVD in the

long-term (25).

Although leg symptoms were present in more than 80%

of the patients, only roughly one third was on venoactive

drugs, and one fourth wore graduated elastic stockings. We

must emphasize that after the visit of a Vascular Specialist the

prescription of venoactive drugs and graduated compression

stockings rose 3-fold. This clearly shows the importance of being

taken in charge by a vascular specialist (6, 26–30).

Another intriguing finding of our study concerns the

frequency of superficial vein thrombosis (SVT) traditionally

considered a self-limiting, benign disease (31). Such view

recently changed, and our findings confirm this new line.

Surprisingly, almost 30% of our patients had a history of SVT,

a figure that is higher than what would be expected based

on the natural course of the disease. This could be partially

explained by the prolonged lockdown due to the SARS-CoV2

pandemic, during which several concurring situations, including

reduced physical activity, increased body weight, reduced access

to control visits, could have played a causative role, especially

in advanced stages of the disease (C4–C6). On the other side,

we must consider that this was an historical finding, that does

not necessarily imply an instrumental diagnosis of SVT; and this

should indeed be regarded as a limitation of our study.

Other limitations are as follows: first, no follow-up

data is currently available for patients. However, we are

planning a further retrospective analysis concerning the clinical

evolution of the same study population, together with an

analysis of the adherence and the efficacy of the prescribed

pharmacological and compression treatment. Second, data

about the instrumental objective diagnosis of CVD was

not recorded.

Conclusions

Our results are noteworthy. A large patient sample,

exclusively evaluated by Vascular Specialists, provides a real-

life picture of CVD in Italy. We believe that a more

structured management of CVD would be desirable, to prevent

psycho-physical disability, which the inadequately treated

patient may encounter, with impaired quality of life and

considerable socio-economic implications. In this sense, a

tailored early pharmacologic and/or compression therapy are

the milestones of the management of CVD, targeting the

pathogenetic mechanisms (e.g., inflammation, wall damage)

which are the basis of the development of the disease. Such

a therapeutic approach, together with an appropriate lifestyle

(e.g., diet, physical activity, weight loss) could lead to a clinical

improvement of CVD-related signs and symptoms.
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